
Five friends are engaged in a conversation, discussing their purchases made on Cyber Monday. Find out the speci�c items

each friend purchased.

Shirt: blue, orange, pink, purple, white

Name: Carl, Henry, John, Nicholas, Xavier

Product: digital camera, gaming console, headset, laptop,

tablet

Discount: 40%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 70%

Delivery: 3 days, 5 days, 6 days, 7 days, 9 days

Henry is at the fourth position.

Nicholas bought a Headset.

The customer who bought a Gaming console is

immediately in front of Carl.

The man who purchased a Gaming console is standing

next to a customer whose delivery is in 9 days.

The customer who bought a Laptop is directly standing

before the customer who got a 55% discount.

Nicholas availed a 40% discount.

The man wearing an Orange shirt is somewhere to the

left of the customer who got a 70% discount.

The person who got a 50% discount is next to the

person who got a 55% discount.

The man in a Pink shirt is somewhere between Xavier

and Carl, in that order.

The person wearing a Purple shirt had also purchased a

Digital camera.

The individual in a Purple shirt has to wait for 9 days

for his delivery.

The person whose delivery will arrive in 6 days comes

right after the person wearing a White shirt.

The customer wearing a Pink shirt is standing directly

before the customer who will receive delivery in 3 days.

The man in the Blue shirt is somewhere to the left of

the customer who got a 55% discount.

Henry has to wait for 5 days for his delivery.
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Five friends are engaged in a conversation, discussing their purchases made on Cyber Monday. Find out the speci�c items

each friend purchased.

Shirt: blue, orange, pink, purple, white

Name: Carl, Henry, John, Nicholas, Xavier

Product: digital camera, gaming console, headset, laptop,

tablet

Discount: 40%, 50%, 55%, 60%, 70%

Delivery: 3 days, 5 days, 6 days, 7 days, 9 days

Henry is at the fourth position.

Nicholas bought a Headset.

The customer who bought a Gaming console is

immediately in front of Carl.

The man who purchased a Gaming console is standing

next to a customer whose delivery is in 9 days.

The customer who bought a Laptop is directly standing

before the customer who got a 55% discount.

Nicholas availed a 40% discount.

The man wearing an Orange shirt is somewhere to the

left of the customer who got a 70% discount.

The person who got a 50% discount is next to the

person who got a 55% discount.

The man in a Pink shirt is somewhere between Xavier

and Carl, in that order.

The person wearing a Purple shirt had also purchased a

Digital camera.

The individual in a Purple shirt has to wait for 9 days

for his delivery.

The person whose delivery will arrive in 6 days comes

right after the person wearing a White shirt.

The customer wearing a Pink shirt is standing directly

before the customer who will receive delivery in 3 days.

The man in the Blue shirt is somewhere to the left of

the customer who got a 55% discount.

Henry has to wait for 5 days for his delivery.
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Customer #1 Customer #2 Customer #3 Customer #4 Customer #5

Shirt whi�� pink bl�� orange purp��

Name Xav��r Nicholas John Henry Ca��

Product tab��t ��ad��t laptop gaming conso�� digit�� ca��ra

Discount 60% 40% 50% 55% 70%

Delivery 7 days 6 days 3 days 5 days 9 days
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